Mr. H. C. Yardley,
141 East 37th Street,
New York City, N. Y.

Dear Yardley:

The attached letter and its enclosure from Colonel Procter, reference the Otto Reimers codes, is forwarded with request that if you are able to locate the three missing codes you return papers with a statement to that effect. I will then send a letter to Colonel Procter advising him that codes will be forwarded under separate cover and at the same time will give you a copy of the letter so that you can do the returning. If you cannot find the codes and will return papers with statement to that effect I will communicate that information to Colonel Procter.

ends.

Very sincerely yours,

Moorman

fm/rls

Dear Major Moorman:

After a diligent search we have been able to find only the two small codes mentioned in E. P. Earle's letter, i.e. #17 and #18. We have no record or ever having had "The New Leviathan Code" nor can we find any book resembling it. We have not returned the two we found, hoping that we could find the Leviathan code too. However, we are convinced we have no such code here and therefore await your instructions regarding disposition of the two small codes. As soon as we hear from you we shall return the books to Col. Procter.

Very sincerely yours,

Moorman for Major Yardley
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